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Abstract

Details are presented of the Whipple Observatory’s 10 m atmospheric Cherenkov telescope and camera, as it evolved during the per-
iod 1997 until 2006. The design of the telescope and camera’s optical and electronic systems is discussed together with a detailed descrip-
tion of the four-stage GRANITE (Gamma-RAy New Imaging TElescope) upgrade program, undertaken during the same time period.
The objective of the upgrade was to improve the telescope’s sensitivity for the detection of very-high-energy gamma-rays. Results from
the program are provided and are briefly discussed in the context of the design of VERITAS.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
The characteristics of the Cherenkov light from air-showers that IAC
telescopes typically measure

Air-shower property Value

Cherenkov flash duration 3–4 ns
Cherenkov wavelength range 300–500 nm
Angular size of Cherenkov image 0.5–1.0�
Cherenkov light pool radius �120 m
Cherenkov photon density at sea level 7.4 · 101 photons m�2

Cherenkov photon density at 2.3 km altitude 1.3 · 102 photons m�2

Values are given for typical showers of energy �1 TeV.
1. Introduction

Very High Energy (VHE) gamma-ray astronomy, defined
as astronomy in the energy band from 50 GeV to 50 TeV,
has developed into an exciting and fruitful field of research
[1,2]. The subject has grown through source discoveries
made with ever-improving detectors. The primary method
for the detection of VHE gamma-rays is the sensitive Imag-
ing Atmospheric Cherenkov (IAC) technique, whereby
gamma-ray photons are indirectly detected via the atmo-
spheric Cherenkov light from the air-showers they initiate.

The concept of using the Cherenkov light images of air-
showers to enhance the power of the atmospheric Cheren-
kov technique for gamma-ray astronomy was first pointed
out by Jelley and Porter [3]. It was demonstrated by Grind-
lay [4]. The IAC technique using large reflectors and pho-
totube cameras was proposed by Weekes and Turver [5]
and was pioneered by the Whipple Collaboration using
the Whipple 10 m telescope [6]. Its first success was the
detection of the Crab Nebula (now the standard candle
in VHE astronomy) above 0.7 TeV in 1989 [7]. Since then
the usefulness of the technique has been further demon-
strated by a number of groups worldwide using single
IAC telescopes (e.g. CAT [8]) and stereoscopic arrays of
two or more IAC telescopes (e.g. HEGRA [9]). At present
the field is undergoing rapid development [10], with four
major IAC telescope arrays newly built or under construc-
tion; VERITAS [11], H.E.S.S [12], MAGIC [13] and CAN-
GAROO [14].

Central to the IAC technique are two basic require-
ments: (a) one or more IAC telescopes with sufficient sen-
sitivity to image the Cherenkov light from air-showers
and (b) an analysis methodology with the power to sepa-
rate gamma-ray air-shower images from background cos-
mic-ray air-shower images. Image-based background
rejection is possible due to physical differences in the devel-
opments of gamma-ray and hadron showers that are man-
ifested as differences in the focused Cherenkov images they
produce. Gamma-ray shower images, due to the smaller
transverse momentum and more regular nature of electro-
magnetic interactions compared with hadronic interac-
tions, are typically narrower and more uniform than their
hadronic counterparts. Table 1 lists the important charac-
teristics of the Cherenkov light from air-showers, which
IAC telescopes typically measure.

The Whipple 10 m reflector was built in 1968 and was
the first large purpose-built atmospheric Cherenkov tele-
scope for gamma-ray astronomy [15]. The telescope has
been operated by the Whipple Collaboration as an IAC
telescope since 1982. In 1998 the Whipple Collaboration
expanded and became the VERITAS Collaboration, which
continues to operate the 10 m telescope at this time but
which is primarily involved in the construction of VERI-
TAS (the Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope
Array System), a third-generation observatory of IAC tele-
scopes [11]. VERITAS will comprise a stereoscopic array
of four or more telescopes, each of similar design to the
Whipple 10 m. Valuable knowledge and lessons learned
during the operation of the Whipple telescope are being
incorporated into VERITAS.

Over the course of its lifetime, the Whipple IAC tele-
scope underwent a number of upgrades to improve its flux
sensitivity for VHE gamma-rays and to lower its energy
threshold. We describe the most recent upgrade, dubbed
the GRANITE (Gamma-RAy New Imaging TElescope)
upgrade [16], with a view to putting on record an up-to-
date description of the telescope.

The upgrade, begun in 1996 and completed in 1999, was
accomplished in four distinct phases: (1) commissioning of
a wide field-of-view camera (�5� diameter), (2) installation
of a ‘‘Pattern Selection Trigger’’, (3) replacement of the
wide field camera with a smaller field-of-view high-resolu-
tion camera, and (4) ‘‘biased alignment’’ of the mirror fac-
ets to improve the telescope’s optics. In this paper we
provide a general overview of the Whipple telescope and



Fig. 1. Photograph of the Whipple 10 m imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope on Mount Hopkins, Arizona. The telescope is shown at the stow
position.

Table 2
General dimensions and attributes of the Whipple 10 m telescope

Attribute Value

Opening diameter 10 m
Focal length 7.3 m
F-number f/0.73
Curvature radius of dish 7.3 m
Curvature radius of facet-mirror 14.6 m
Plate-scale in focal plane 12.74 cm/deg
Mount type Alt/Azimuth
No. of facet-mirrors 248
Reflecting surface area 75 m2

Tracking resolution 0.01�
Slew speed 1�/s
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camera, including some details on calibration measure-
ments and data analysis (Sections 2–4), followed by a
detailed description of each stage of the GRANITE
upgrade (Section 5), concluding with a short discussion
of the improvements realized.

2. The Whipple 10 m telescope

The Whipple 10 m telescope is situated at the Fred Law-
rence Whipple Observatory on Mount Hopkins, Arizona
(latitude: 31�40m49.7s, longitude: �110�52m45s.1, altitude:
2300 m a.s.l.). It has been used for ground-based gamma-
ray astronomy since its construction in 1968 and was for
many years the most sensitive IAC telescope available; it
was used for the detection of the first Galactic [7] and
extragalactic [17] sources of VHE gamma-rays.

2.1. Optical and mechanical design

The telescope follows the solar-collector design pro-
posed by Davies and Cotton [18], comprising a spherical
tubular steel Optical Support Structure (OSS) of opening
diameter 10 m and radius of curvature 7.3 m. The primary
dish is composed of 248 spherical front-aluminized and
anodized glass mirrors, each 61 cm across, 1 cm thick
and hexagonal in shape. Conforming with the Davies–
Cotton configuration, each individual mirror has a radius
of curvature of 14.6 m, twice that of the OSS. Front alu-
minumization is used for the mirror surface because of its
superior reflectivity in the blue and UV range—peak mir-
ror reflectivity is typically around 90% at 310 nm. Anod-
ization of the mirror surface is used to increase its
hardness so as to provide protection from the elements,
albeit with some loss in reflectivity (on the order of a
few percent). The total mirror surface area of the tele-
scope is approximately 75 m2.

The telescope has an altitude-over-azimuth mount sup-
ported by a concrete pedestal, with counterweights provid-
ing balance. A cylindrical focus box, containing the
camera, is held at the focal plane by steel arms. Tracking
resolution of the encoders is 0.01�, and the telescope has
a slew speed of 1� per second—important for Gamma-
Ray Burst follow-up observations. A photograph of the
telescope is provided in Fig. 1. Table 2 lists the main
mechanical and optical properties.
2.1.1. Mirror alignment

Alignment of the telescope’s facet-mirrors is performed
when the telescope is positioned close to its stow position,
providing for convenient access to the front of the mirrors
where the adjustment screws are located. Individual
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Fig. 2. The Davies–Cotton reflector design. When correctly aligned, the
triangle PAC is isosceles and light arriving parallel to the optic-axis is
focused onto the center of the focal plane. Rays arriving at an angle d to
the optic-axis are displaced on the focal place by amount �, in proportion
to the plate-scale. Light originating at the alignment point A is retro-
reflected along its own path. Figure not to scale.
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mirrors are aligned to a point out along the optic-axis at a
distance of 14.6 m from the OSS. As shown in Fig. 2, this
Davies–Cotton configuration forms a focal surface at the
center of curvature of the OSS, 7.3 m away from the mirror
surface. According to [19] the Davies–Cotton formation is
optimized for no global spherical aberration on the optic-
axis and for smaller aberrations off the optic-axis compared
to a parabolic design. One disadvantage for gamma-ray
air-shower detection, however, is that, unlike a parabolic
reflector, the structure is not isochronous. Rays striking
mirrors at different distances from the optic-axis have dif-
ferent transit times to the focal plane. For the Whipple tele-
scope the spread of transit times is 6.5 ns.

2.1.2. Mirror reflectivity

For reasons of cost and practicality, the reflecting sur-
face of the Whipple telescope is exposed to the outdoor
environment. Deterioration of the unprotected reflective
coating and accumulation of air-borne contaminants on
the mirrors can affect the optical performance of the tele-
scope. To guard against the build up of contaminants
and to maintain the reflectivity of the optical surface, the
mirrors are washed monthly and re-aluminized when reflec-
tivity falls below �75%. As part of the GRANITE upgrade
project, a study of reflectivity degradation and mirror
cleaning methods for the mirrors of the 10 m reflector
was undertaken [20]. The study demonstrated that monthly
cleaning of the mirrors using only water at high pressure
provided the most efficient and inexpensive cleaning
method, with little reflectivity degradation (a few percent)
over a two year period. Accordingly, the mirrors of the
Whipple telescope are washed each month before the
beginning of the dark period of observations. Typical mir-
ror reflectivity is in the region of 80–90% at UV
wavelengths.
2.2. Focal plane detector

2.2.1. Photomultiplier tube camera

The imaging camera of the Whipple telescope consists of
a close-packed array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
mounted at the focal plane. PMTs are the most suitable
light sensors for IAC telescopes with moderate-sized cam-
eras, due to their fast response (typically on the order of
1–2 ns) and their relatively low noise. Although their quan-
tum efficiency is typically low (15–25%), they are sensitive
over a wide wavelength range, from about 200 nm to
600 nm.

Over its 37-year lifetime, the focal plane detector of the
Whipple telescope has evolved from a single non-imaging
PMT, with a 1� field-of-view, in 1968 to the present 379-
pixel high-resolution imaging camera, with each pixel view-
ing a patch of 0.12� of sky. Schematic layouts of the seven
imaging cameras employed on the telescope are shown in
Fig. 3, with their corresponding properties listed in Table 3.

2.2.2. High-voltage supply

For the last three camera configurations (Fig. 3e–g), of
the GRANITE upgrade cameras, high-voltage to each
PMT is supplied by an individual channel of a LeCroy
1458 high-voltage (HV) module, located on the telescope’s
counterweights. Voltages are typically in the neighborhood
of �900 V. Communication with the HV modules is
through custom control software, which sends commands
via Ethernet. Although the PMT voltages are set for uni-
form gain amongst tubes (�5 · 106), small differences in
gain remain and are corrected for in the offline data analy-
sis. Systematic variations in gain across the camera plane
are minimized at the trigger level by appropriate position-
ing of the PMTs during installation.

2.2.3. Light-concentrators

Light-concentrating cones are employed at the focal
plane, in front of the PMTs, to improve the light collection
efficiency of the camera. Concentrators help reflect photons
which would otherwise be lost in the inter-pixel spacing
onto the photosensitive area of each PMT and provide
albedo protection against the night-sky-background
(NSB) light and the telescope’s surroundings. Typical effi-
ciency improvements provided by light-concentrators are
between 30% and 40%. All cameras installed as part of
the GRANITE upgrade incorporated light-concentrators
in their designs.

2.3. Data acquisition electronics

The Whipple telescope’s data acquisition system is based
on individual electronic modules connected to a CAMAC
data bus system [21]. The system is housed in an air-condi-
tioned room inside the telescope control building, adjacent
to the telescope. The temperature of the electronics room is
maintained below 24� Celsius during operation. A sche-
matic overview of the system is provided in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of the PMT positioning for the seven imaging cameras used on the Whipple 10 m telescope over the course of its lifetime. Prior
to 1982 a single-pixel non-imaging detector was employed on the telescope. Shaded pixels correspond to those included in the telescope trigger. Axes units
are degrees.
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2.3.1. Signal amplification and current monitoring

Signals from the PMTs are routed through the hollow
steel arms that hold the focus box in position, through
the telescope mount and into the telescope control building
via 50 m of RG-58 cables, where they are amplified using
customized LeCroy 612A amplifiers, each with a gain fac-
Table 3
History of the PMT-camera of the Whipple 10 m IAC telescope

Period Inner
pixels

Outer
pixels

Light
cones

Pixel
FOV
(�)

Total
FOV
(�)

Trigger
Coincidence
(No. pixels)

Trigger
region
(No. pixe

1982–1987 37 0 No 0.52 3.3 2 37
1988–1993 91 18 No 0.26/0.52 3.75 2 91
1993–1996 109 0 No 0.26 3 2 91
1996–1997 151 0 No 0.26 3.5 2 91
1997–1998 331 0 No 0.26 4.8 2 331
1998–1999 331 0 Yes 0.26 4.8 3 331
1999–2003 379 111 Yes 0.12/0.26 3.8 3 331
2003–present 379 0 Yes 0.12 2.8 3 331

Prior to 1982 a single-pixel non-imaging detector was employed on the telesco
a Defined as the energy at which the maximum differential gamma-ray rate
tor of 10. Each amplifier has three outputs. The first pro-
vides a current monitor with the DC component of the
signal. The anode current of each PMT is monitored using
custom software and, in the case of high-current (due to
bright stars in the field-of-view, background light, etc.),
the HV supply to the PMT is turned off by the observer.
ls)

Trigger
FOV
(�)

PST CFDs Trigger
Window
(ns)

Integration
time
(ns)

Approx. energy
threshold
(GeV)a

2.3 No No 15 30 700
2.8 No No 15 30 500
2.8 No No 15 25 350
2.8 No No 15 25 350
4.8 No Yes 10 25 500
4.8 Yes Yes �5 20 500
2.6 Yes Yes �5 20 340
2.6 Yes Yes �5 20 340

pe.
occurs.
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The second and third amplifier outputs are AC-coupled,
with one connected via delay cable to an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and the other sent to the trigger electron-
ics (see Fig. 4). For the high-resolution camera, installed as
part of the GRANITE upgrade, a system using optical
fibers for direct transmission of analog signals from the
outer three rings of PMTs to the ADCs was installed and
tested (Section 5.3.1).

2.3.2. Trigger electronics

Unlike conventional optical telescopes, which typically
integrate the flux of photons from a source on the time
scale of seconds, IAC telescopes operate in a triggered
mode—PMT signals are only digitized when a shower-like
Cherenkov event appears in the camera. On the time scale
of the Cherenkov flash from an air-shower (typically
�5 ns), detection of the light flash is limited by the fluctu-
ating NSB light, as well as by the timing spread introduced
by the telescope and its associated electronics. The trigger
systems of IAC telescopes are typically set to reduce the
number of false random triggers from the NSB, by requir-
ing that the signals from a minimum number of pixels
exceed a preset discriminator threshold (several photoelec-
trons), and lie within a short coincidence time window (a
few nanoseconds). In order to achieve a lower discrimina-
tor threshold, accidental NSB triggers and false triggers
due to PMT ion-feedback after-pulsing can be further
suppressed by a second-level trigger, which uses pixel
geometry information to discriminate against random
background patterns in favor of compact candidate shower
images.
The original trigger of the Whipple telescope comprised a
one-level system requiring any 2 out of 91 pixels to cross
their fixed-threshold discriminator thresholds, within a coin-
cidence window of 15 ns [6], Table 3. In 1997, LeCroy 3420
Constant Fraction Discriminators (CFDs), one per pixel,
were installed during commissioning of the GRANITE wide
field-of-view camera (Section 5.1) and the coincidence win-
dow was reduced to 10 ns. The use of CFDs allowed for a
reduction of the trigger coincidence window as they reduced
the pixel-to-pixel time variation that is inherent to fixed-
threshold triggering of pulses with differing amplitudes.
The CFDs were set to trigger at a level corresponding to
1/3 of the input amplitude. The coincidence window was fur-
ther reduced to �5 ns in 1998 after installation of the sec-
ond-level Pattern Selection Trigger, which was typically
operated in a three-fold adjacent-pixel coincidence mode
(Section 5.2). To maintain a uniform response across the
camera under normal operation, the CFD thresholds are set
at the same level for all PMTs and are calibrated annually.

2.3.3. Signal recording
Events that trigger the telescope are recorded as ADC

digital-count (dc) values per PMT, along with a GPS time-
stamp and tracking information (azimuth and elevation)
from the telescope. AC-coupled signals from the amplifiers
are transferred to 10-bit (0–1024 dc) LeCroy 2249 A ADCs
via RG-58 delay cable of sufficient length (120 ns) to pro-
vide arrival coincident with the trigger gate pulse, which
is output by the trigger system in the event of a Cherenkov
trigger. A gate pulse of width 20 ns is currently used (see
Table 3), over which the PMT signals are integrated by



Fig. 5. Pedestal distributions for a sample channel of the high-resolution
camera of the Whipple 10 m telescope. Distributions are shown for equal
duration measurements made in the dark and for two different levels of
night-sky-background noise (NSB 1 = darker, NSB 2 = brighter).
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the ADCs. The integration time is longer than the intrinsic
Cherenkov flash in order to account for the time spread
caused by the anisochronous reflector and signal dispersion
in the delay cables. As a consequence, some extraneous
light from the NSB is integrated with each Cherenkov
pulse. The amount of background light is quantified using
non-Cherenkov ‘‘pedestal triggers’’, injected regularly, and
accounted for offline.

The pedestal of an ADC channel is a measure of its
mean integrated charge in the absence of a Cherenkov sig-
nal. A baseline pedestal amounting to 20 dc is set for each
ADC to allow for negative fluctuations in the AC-coupled
NSB signal during observations. Artificial telescope trig-
gers, at a rate of 1 Hz, are injected into the data acquisition
system in order to measure the resultant pedestal for each
ADC (baseline pedestal modulated by NSB fluctuations)
during observations. In the absence of NSB light, the width
of the pedestal distribution is driven by random noise from
the PMTs and the data acquisition electronics. When
exposed to the night sky, the distribution is widened
depending on the level of the NSB light. The width of the
pedestal distribution is used offline to provide an estimate
of the level of the NSB over the course of an observation
(Section 4.1). Pedestal distributions for a sample channel
at different NSB light levels, and in the dark with the
PMT covered, are shown in Fig. 5. The linearities of the
PMTs used in the GRANITE cameras were measured in
the laboratory and they were shown to be linear in the
range up to 400 photoelectrons, which was consistent with
the manufacturer’s specifications.
2.3.4. Timing electronics

A TrueTime GPS clock (model XL-AK), with absolute
accuracy of 250 ls, provides the main timing information
for the Whipple data acquisition system. Through the use
of a University of Wisconsin GRS2 memory module and
a Canberra 10 MHz oscillator, the GPS time signals are
interpolated to 0.1 ls, providing adequate timing resolu-
tion for pulsar studies. Two 48-bit scalers are used to count
pulses from the oscillator and provide the elapsed time and
livetime of each event from the start of a data run. The
dead time of the data acquisition system, including all con-
tributions from the trigger and readout, is approximately
1% at a typical Cherenkov event rate of �30 Hz.

2.4. Calibration equipment

2.4.1. Nitrogen arc lamp

For PMT-gain calibration purposes an Optitron nitro-
gen flash lamp is mounted near the center of the OSS,
7.3 m from the PMT-camera. The flash lamp, screened by
a diffuser, is used to uniformly illuminate the PMTs with
a �750 Hz pulse train of very short duration (several nano-
seconds) blue flashes. Nitrogen flash lamp data are used to
calibrate the absolute and relative gains of the PMTs (see
Section 3).

2.4.2. CCD cameras

A CCD camera, mounted on one of the telescope’s arms
and aligned parallel to the optic-axis, is used to monitor
qualitatively the sky conditions in the vicinity of the tele-
scope’s field-of-view during data taking. A second CCD
camera at the center of the OSS is used to record images
of the focal plane during point-spread-function measure-
ments (Section 3.4).

3. Calibration measurements

Accurate calibration of the response of the telescope’s
optical and electronic components is essential for efficient
online data-taking and correct offline reconstruction of
the nature and energy of the imaged air-shower.

3.1. Absolute gain calibration

Calibration of the absolute camera gain is required in
order to estimate the flux of Cherenkov photons incident
on the telescope for a given air-shower image. The Cheren-
kov photon flux in turn allows for an estimate of the energy
of the instigating gamma-ray. Two methods are used to
calibrate the absolute gain: the single-photoelectron and
muon-ring methods. Both provide a measurement of the
ADC dc value produced by the generation of a single-pho-
toelectron at the photocathode of each PMT, i.e. the dc-
per-photoelectron ratio.

Since calibrated gamma-ray and charged particle beams
are unavailable at TeV energies, Monte Carlo simulations
of gamma-ray and cosmic-ray air-showers, and of the tele-
scope’s response to their Cherenkov emission, are used for
the final conversion of the detected Cherenkov photon flux
into a gamma-ray energy estimate.

3.1.1. Single-photoelectron calibration
A straightforward method for estimating the camera

gain is through its illumination with light of intensity
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roughly 1 photoelectron/PMT. For the Whipple 10 m tele-
scope this is achieved by greatly attenuating the light from
the nitrogen flash lamp using a thin film of semi-reflective
polyester placed in front of the PMTs. By leaving three pix-
els at the edge of the camera exposed, thus satisfying the
requirement for the telescope to auto-trigger, a trigger for
each nitrogen flash is initiated, providing readout and inte-
gration of all PMT pulses. The resulting ADC count distri-
butions for individual PMTs exhibit two clear peaks; one
corresponding to the case of zero photoelectrons (i.e. ped-
estal) and the other due to single photoelectrons. The ADC
count distribution for a sample channel is shown in Fig. 6.

A fit to the ADC count distribution, assuming a Poisson
distribution of Gaussian N-photoelectron peaks, allows the
mean dc-value of the single-photoelectron peak to be deter-
mined. To constrain the fit, the shape of the zero-photo-
electron peak is determined independently using a run of
pedestal-trigger data, recorded immediately before or after
the single-photoelectron data.
3.1.2. Muon ring calibration

While the single-photoelectron measurement provides
an accurate measure of the gain of the PMTs and the
downstream electronics, it does not provide a measure of
the overall telescope gain including the optical system. To
obtain such a measurement, the Cherenkov light produced
by muons from cosmic-ray-initiated air-showers is used.
An individual muon that traverses the atmosphere in the
vicinity of an IAC telescope (within a few hundred meters)
may produce a sharply defined ring (or arc) image. Since
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Fig. 6. ADC count distribution for a sample channel for a single-
photoelectron run, showing the pedestal (zero-photoelectron) and one-
photoelectron distributions. The dashed red line is a fit to the distribution
for a Poisson distribution of four Gaussian photoelectron peaks. These
data were obtained by attenuating the signal from the Nitrogen flash lamp
using a thin sheet of semi-reflective polyester placed in front of the PMT-
camera, such that the mean signal recorded by each PMT contained on
average one photoelectron or less.
the angular radius of the ring image is directly proportional
to the number of Cherenkov photons emitted by the muon,
the recorded light intensity of muon rings can be used as a
de facto calibration beam, providing the dc-per-photon
ratio of the telescope [22]. Atmospheric extinction in the
vicinity of the telescope, the muon spectrum and factors
that affect the amount of light detected by the PMTs, such
as PMT quantum efficiency, mirror reflectivity and
lightcone efficiencies, are accounted for using muon and
detector simulations. With all sources of light loss
accounted for, an estimate of the telescope’s dc-per-photo-
electron ratio is calculable using muon-ring images,
selected from the data by a ring-fitting selection algorithm
[23].

3.2. Air-shower and telescope simulations

Monte Carlo simulations of extensive air-showers,
together with detailed reflector and electronic throughput
simulations, are used to model the response of the Whipple
telescope. The KASCADE air-shower simulation package
[24] is used to provide air-shower simulations. Cherenkov
light emission, photon ray-tracing through the telescope
optics, and electronic throughput simulations are under-
taken using custom-written algorithms [25,26]. The simula-
tion chain is able to reproduce important diagnostic
quantities seen in the real data, including the cosmic-ray
trigger rate.

3.3. Relative gain calibration

Relative PMT gains are measured at the beginning of
each observing night by uniformly illuminating the PMT-
camera using the Optitron nitrogen flash lamp. The relative
gain factors are obtained by comparing the mean signals
seen by each PMT. Prior to image analysis the recorded
pixel signals are scaled by their relative gains to account
for efficiency differences amongst the PMTs, see Section
4.1.

3.4. Point spread function

The Point Spread Function (PSF) of the telescope is
measured by directly imaging stars on the focal plane using
a CCD camera. Both on-axis and off-axis measurements
are undertaken. The size of the PSF depends on the quality
of the mirror alignment. Ideally it should have a FWHM
less than the angular size of the individual pixels in the
camera (i.e. 0.12� or less). During observations, the PSF
degrades due to a combination of two factors: gross defor-
mation of the OSS and individual mirror motion. These
effects can be lessened by aligning the mirrors so that they
fall into correct alignment at observing elevations [23] and
by periodic realignments. Following installation of the
high-resolution camera as part of the GRANITE upgrade
a biased alignment was undertaken, providing for a PSF of
�0.12� at observing elevations (Section 5.4).



Fig. 7. On-axis quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength for a
sample PMT from each of the wide field-of-view (R1398) and high-
resolution cameras (R647).
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3.5. Telescope pointing accuracy

The variance of a PMT’s pedestal distribution provides
a measure of the NSB in its field-of-view. As such, the ped-
estal variance distribution across the camera may be used
to characterize the telescope’s pointing accuracy; the cen-
troid of the camera’s pedestal variance distribution,
recorded while briefly tracking a star, provides the tracking
offset at the star’s azimuth and elevation. This methodol-
ogy was employed to provide the offline tracking correc-
tions used in the reported Whipple 10 m detection of a
gamma-ray excess from the direction of the Galactic Cen-
ter [27].

4. Observations and data analysis

Gamma-ray source observations are undertaken with
the Whipple 10 m telescope on clear, moonless nights.
Observations are typically conducted in either ‘‘ON/
OFF’’ or ‘‘Tracking’’ mode [28,29]. In ON/OFF mode an
observation of a source, typically 28 min duration, is fol-
lowed by an observation of a control region of sky, across
the same azimuth and elevation range as traversed by the
source. A gamma-ray signal from the source manifests
itself as an excess of ON over OFF events after data anal-
ysis. In Tracking mode, on-source only observations are
conducted; an estimate of the cosmic-ray background is
obtained by examining images in the field-of-view that
are not consistent with gamma-ray showers originating at
the expected source location.

Analysis of air-shower images recorded by the Whipple
telescope is a two-step process: (i) conditioning of each
image to remove hardware and NSB effects, and (ii)
moment-fitting and selection of gamma-ray images.

4.1. Image conditioning

Image conditioning essentially involves pedestal sub-
traction, suppression of noise-dominated pixels and camera
flat-fielding through application of the relative gains calcu-
lated from nitrogen flash lamp data [30]. Any differences
that might exist between the levels of NSB light in ON
and OFF data, as measured using ADC pedestal variances,
are also accounted for at this stage by adding software
noise to the data so as to balance the pedestal variances
[31].

4.2. Moment fitting and event selection

Conditioned data are analyzed for a gamma-ray signal
using a second-moment-fitting parameterization technique
that characterizes the angular shape and orientation of
each image in the telescope’s field-of-view [32,30].
Gamma-ray selection criteria that exploit measurable dif-
ferences in the image morphologies of gamma-rays and
background cosmic-rays are used to extract gamma-ray
events and suppress the cosmic-ray background. Selection
criteria are typically motivated by simulations but opti-
mized on real Crab Nebula data. More detailed descrip-
tions of the moment-fitting and event selection
procedures are provided by Reynolds et al. [33], Fegan
[30,34] and Lessard et al. [35].
5. GRANITE upgrades

5.1. Upgrade 1: Wide field-of-view camera

The first stage of the GRANITE upgrade involved
installation of a 331-pixel wide field-of-view camera, during
the summer of 1997. The total field-of-view of the camera
was 4.8�; the largest field-of-view of any camera used on
the Whipple telescope. A schematic layout of the camera’s
hexagonally symmetric PMT array is provided in Fig. 3e.

The 331 PMTs used were 28 mm Hamamatsu R1398
UV-glass tubes, each viewing a 0.26� diameter patch of
sky. The quantum efficiency of a sample tube from this
camera, over the wavelength range 190–550 nm, is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. The camera was operated with an overall
trigger threshold of �65 photoelectrons, and a 2-fold coin-
cidence trigger condition. Light-concentrating cones were
installed in front of the PMTs at the focal plane to reduce
the dead space between pixels; dead space for this camera
before lightcones was �48%. The lightcones used were
intersecting straight cones, fabricated from an aluminum
plate with reflective surfaces made from aluminized mylar.
Addition of the lightcones increased the light collection effi-
ciency of the instrument by �30%.

To assess the gain in sensitive field-of-view yielded by
installation of this camera, a series of off-axis Crab Nebula
observations were undertaken. These data are compared in
Fig. 8 to similar observations made with the previous
(Fig. 3d) and subsequent (Fig. 3g) smaller field-of-view
cameras. In each case the Crab Nebula was positioned
on-axis and then at two positions off-axis, so as to cover
the complete field-of-view of each camera. Inspection of



Fig. 8. Effect of field-of-view (FoV) on offset observations: Offset Crab Nebula observations carried out with the 331-pixel wide FoV camera with the
source positioned on-axis (upper left), offset by 1.0� in declination (upper right), and offset by 1.5� in declination (lower left). Contours represent gamma-
ray significance levels of 1r. The diagram in the lower right shows the relative Crab Nebula gamma-ray rate as a function of off-axis position, for the 331-
pixel wide field-of-view camera, the subsequent 379-pixel high-resolution camera and the previous 151-pixel camera used on the Whipple telescope.
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Fig. 8 shows that the wide field-of-view instrument pro-
vided a significant increase in sensitive field-of-view com-
pared to the other two cameras. Although only employed
on the Whipple telescope for approximately one year, the
wide field-of-view camera was used to observe several
potential extended sources of gamma-rays, most notably
the Galactic Plane for which an upper limit on the
gamma-ray flux was set [36].

5.2. Upgrade 2: Pattern selection trigger

In the fall of 1998 a second-level Pattern Selection Trig-
ger (PST) was installed on the Whipple telescope [37], while
the wide field-of-view camera was still in regular use. The
goal of this upgrade was to lower the telescope’s energy
threshold through improved rejection, at the hardware
level, of NSB triggers and triggers due to ion-feedback
after-pulsing. The PST is essentially a hardware logic
device that examines overlapping sectors of pixels in the
camera and ascertains if there are adjacent triggering pixels
within a sector above the hardware trigger level within a
given time coincidence window. Sectors of 19 pixels were
chosen for the Whipple camera since, in a hexagonally
symmetrical grid, a hexagonal region of 18 points around
a particular point contains both that point’s neighbors
and their neighbors. The trigger decision is achieved in
hardware, by comparing the discriminator signals within
each sector with a pre-programmed delay memory contain-
ing mappings for all 219 possible trigger decisions.

The installed system comprised thirteen CAMAC PST
modules. The number of required adjacent-pixels was
adjustable for 2, 3 or 4-fold coincidence. However, since
its installation the PST has been operated almost exclu-
sively in 3-fold coincidence, with a coincidence resolving
time of �5 ns. In order to provide a jitter-free signal to ini-
tiate the ADCs, the previous multiplicity trigger was
retained, set at the 2-fold level, and its signal passed
through an AND gate with the PST signal, before input
to the gate generator, Fig. 4.

To determine the discriminator threshold at which each
channel in a camera should operate, a set of rate-versus-
threshold curves are typically recorded. Fig. 9 presents



Fig. 9. Whipple 10 m telescope trigger rates as a function of discriminator
threshold for two-adjacent and three-adjacent coincidence and simple two-
fold multiplicity. Data were obtained using the 331-pixel wide field-of-view
camera.
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such curves for both the PST, in 2-adjacent and 3-adjacent
coincidence, and for the previous simple 2-fold multiplicity
trigger. The curves demonstrate that the PST reduces the
number of accidental noise triggers by a factor of �10 over
the simple 2-fold multiplicity trigger and by a factor of
�100 when 3-fold adjacency is required. The reduction in
noise triggers provided by the PST enabled the triggering
level of the telescope to be set closer to the noise region
(the rapidly falling section of the curves in Fig. 9), allowing
for an overall reduction in the telescope’s energy threshold.
After installation of the PST, the discriminator threshold
for the wide field-of-view camera was reduced from
�75 mV in a 2-fold multiplicity configuration to �60 mV
with a 2-adjacent PST condition.

Further evidence for a reduction in the telescope’s
energy threshold was provided by an increase in the num-
ber of triggered events attributable to local cosmic-ray
muons. Since muon rings and arcs manifest themselves as
long yet faint events at the focal plane compared with the
more compact and brighter cosmic-ray images, they popu-
late a region of the LENGTH/SIZE1 distribution that is
distinct from cosmic-ray events (i.e. larger LENGTH/SIZE
values). The post-PST LENGTH/SIZE distribution indi-
cated a significant increase in the number of muon events
when compared to the pre-PST distribution, as expected
1 LENGTH is a measure of the signal-weighted r.m.s spread of pixel
signals in corrected ADC counts parallel to the major axis of an ellipse
fitted to an air-shower image in the camera. SIZE refers to the number of
corrected ADC counts in the image and provides a measure of the
Cherenkov intensity of an event. For more details see Reynolds et al. [33],
Fegan [30,34] or Lessard et al. [35].
for the lower energy threshold provided by the PST. For
details see Bradbury and Rose [37].

Indeed, while the PST has provided the Whipple 10 m
telescope with a low hardware energy threshold for
gamma-ray observations, the high flux of muons at that
threshold has effectively limited the usefulness of the low-
energy data. Although several attempts at salvaging low-
energy events have been undertaken, for example using a
Kernel analysis [39], the ultimate solution is a two- (or
more) telescope coincidence trigger to eliminate the local
muon signal, as demonstrated by the HEGRA [9] and
H.E.S.S [38] experiments. VERITAS [11] will also provide
this solution.

5.3. Upgrade 3: High-resolution camera

In the fall of 1999 a small-pixel, high-resolution camera,
comprising 490 PMTs, was installed on the Whipple tele-
scope. This camera was the final upgrade of the telescope’s
focal plane instrumentation and it is currently still in use.
The high-resolution camera was composed of 379 inner
13 mm PMTs in a hexagonal arrangement, surrounded
by 111 outer 28 mm PMTs in three concentric rings. The
total field-of-view subtended by the camera was 3.8�, with
each inner pixel observing a 0.12� patch of sky, and each
outer pixel 0.26�. A schematic layout of the high-resolution
camera is shown in Fig. 3f. Of the inner 379 PMTs, the first
331 were used by the PST for triggering. The objective of
the upgrade was to examine the anticipated gain in sensitiv-
ity, through superior gamma/hadron separation and lower
energy threshold, to be realized by employing such a finely
pixelated camera. Only one other camera with similarly fine
pixelation has been employed on a IAC telescope to date,
that of the CAT telescope [8].

The PMTs of the inner camera were Hamamatsu R647
tubes, while those of the outer camera were Hamamatsu
R1398, retained from the previous wide field-of-view cam-
era. The spectral response of a sample inner tube is shown
in Fig. 7. PMT rise times were measured to be of the order
of 1.0 ns; this is sufficient given the bandwidth of the signal
cables and the amplifiers used in the system. The voltages
across all PMTs, both inner and outer, were set for equal
response under uniform light illumination. Since their
installation the PMTs have operated with an average gain
of around 1.1 · 106, which was maintained by occasional
HV increases to offset PMT ageing. The trigger threshold
of the camera, for most of its lifetime, has been maintained
at roughly 30 photoelectrons, spread over 3-adjacent-
pixels.

As was the case for the wide field-of-view camera, light-
concentrating cones were employed at the focal plane of
the high-resolution instrument to reduce the amount of
dead space between channels. Lightcones were particularly
important given the small size, and hence relatively large
percentage of inter-pixel dead space (�60%), of the PMTs
used in the inner camera (the PMTs of the outer camera
were not equipped with lightcones). The concentrators



Fig. 10. Angular tilt of the facet-mirrors, due to OSS deformation, as the
telescope is moved in elevation from 0� to 90�. X corresponds to no
measurement made.
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deployed were intersecting straight cones machined from a
single piece of acrylic, flame polished and aluminized by
vacuum evaporation. The lightcones provided for a
�38% increase in the amount of light collected by the inner
camera.

5.3.1. Optical fibers

As part of the high-resolution camera upgrade, analog
optical fibers (62.5/125 lm graded-index multinode glass
fiber, bandwidth of 200 MHz/km) were installed to trans-
mit signals from the outer 111 pixels directly from the cam-
era to the data acquisition electronics [40]. Their
installation on the Whipple telescope was an experiment
to test their durability and reliability in an observatory set-
ting, while also offering the practical advantage of narrow
width in the crowded conduits of a telescope originally
designed for a one-pixel camera in 1968.

Despite promising laboratory results, the performance
of the optical fiber system at the Whipple Observatory
was disappointing overall. In practical terms, the fibers
were found to have a wide variation in gain and to require
a high degree of protection and delicate handling. Replace-
ment of broken fibers was found to be difficult and time
consuming. Although the optical fiber system showed some
potential as an alternative to coaxial cable for high band-
width analog transmission, it was clear that without
improvements to both the electronics and to the robustness
of the fibers their disadvantages, for use on the Whipple
10 m telescope, outweighed their advantages.

5.3.2. Use of the outer pixels

Several attempts at incorporating the signals from the
outer 111 pixels of the high-resolution camera were under-
taken, including renormalizations based on simulated data
and on the ratio of the physical areas of the two sets of
PMTs. However, all efforts to include the outer channels
in the data analysis were hindered due to the inherent insta-
bility of their signals, resulting from the unsuccessful com-
missioning of the optical fiber system. The outer PMTs
were ultimately removed in 2002 and deployed on a differ-
ent experiment.

5.3.3. Usefulness of the high-resolution camera

At present the high-resolution camera, without the outer
pixels (Fig. 3g), has been successfully operated on the
Whipple telescope for about six years. Although the field-
of-view of the camera is the smallest of any employed on
the telescope, it has, nevertheless, been used to discover,
monitor, and study seven sources of VHE gamma-rays
with high statistical significance. These sources include
the Crab Nebula, Markarian 421, Markarian 501,
H1426 + 428 (discovered using the high-resolution cam-
era), 1ES 1959 + 650, 1ES 2344 + 514 and Sgr A*. It has
also been used to place upper limits on the VHE gamma-
ray flux from a large number of other sources; for example
see Fegan et al. [41], Falcone et al. [42], Horan et al. [43],
de la calle Pérez et al. [44], Hall et al. [45].
5.4. Upgrade 4: Biased mirror alignment

The Whipple 10 m reflector was designed and built in
1968 for a single-pixel light detector of 1� diameter at
the focal plane. The PSF of the original instrument was
0.15�; adequate for a detector of 1� diameter. When the
490-pixel high-resolution camera was installed in 1999
the PSF of the telescope was initially measured at 0.18�;
considered poor for a camera with a pixel diameter of
0.12�. Deterioration of the PSF can be attributed to the
weight of the 490-pixel detector, which exceeds the original
design specifications of the telescope by a factor of two.
The extra load has the effect of deforming the telescope’s
OSS as it moves in elevation, thereby increasing the
PSF. The extent of the OSS deformation is shown in
Fig. 10 for an elevation change from 0� to 90�. Measure-
ments of the OSS deformation were made by clamping
small lasers onto individual mirrors and examining the
motion of each laser spot at the focal plane as a function
of telescope elevation.

During the 2001/2002 observing season a biased
alignment of the Whipple telescope’s mirrors was under-
taken. The purpose of the biased alignment was to optimize
the telescope’s PSF at typical observing elevations by intro-
ducing an intentional mis-alignment at the stow position.
Through mis-aligning the mirrors at the stow position by
the previously measured degree of their displacements at
65� elevation but in the opposite direction (most observa-
tions are performed around 65� elevation), the effect of
telescope deformation is suppressed during observations.
The success of the biased alignment can be seen in
Fig. 11, showing PSF measurements as a function of
elevation, taken before and after the procedure was carried
out.



Fig. 11. Measurements of the PSF of the telescope taken over a range of
elevations before and after biased alignment. A clear improvement in the
PSF in the elevation range of average observing (55–75�) is evident after
biased alignment. Shown for reference is the spacing of the PMTs in the
high-resolution camera.
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6. Summary and conclusion

The GRANITE hardware upgrade of the Whipple 10 m
telescope was accomplished in four distinct phases between
1996 and 1999. Two cameras were installed; a wide field-of
view 331-pixel camera and a high-resolution camera. The
wide field-of-view instrument was successfully utilized for
two years, during which time a Pattern Selection Trigger
was installed and tested. The PST allowed for trigger oper-
ation at a low discriminator threshold through online sup-
pression of NSB triggers and triggers due to ion-feedback
after-pulsing within the PMTs. Use of the PST was contin-
ued following installation of the high-resolution camera in
1999, and the PST-enabled 379-pixel camera has been in
continuous stable operation on the Whipple telescope since
then.

The GRANITE upgrade of the Whipple 10 m telescope,
while delivering improved sensitivity for Whipple gamma-
ray observations in and of itself, has provided valuable
experience and the lessons learned have been incorporated
into the design of VERITAS. In particular the VERITAS
telescopes incorporate moderately wide field-of-view cam-
eras (�3.5�) not unlike the 331-pixel instrument, light-con-
centrating cones, similar CAMAC-based PSTs utilizing
constant fraction discriminators, and a biased mirror align-
ment procedure to compensate for OSS deformation. As a
stereoscopic IAC telescope array, VERITAS will overcome
the inhibitive muon background at low energies—that pre-
vented full exploitation of the low-energy threshold pro-
vided by the GRANITE PST—enabling observations of
low-energy gamma-ray sources such as pulsars, distant
AGN and gamma-ray bursts. The stereoscopic IAC tech-
nique will also provide other important benefits such as
improved angular and energy resolution that are difficult
to achieve with a single, independent telescope such as
the Whipple 10 m. Indeed, as demonstrated by recent excit-
ing results from the HESS collaboration [46,2,47], there is
great potential for discovery using a stereoscopic array of
powerful IAC telescopes.
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